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[57] ABSTRACT 

A method and system for editing the assignments for a task 
in a project management software environment. The editing 
can be preformed in a dropdoWn grid, Which is a grid that 
includes a name column, including a checkboX, and a total 
hours column. The dropdoWn grid further includes cells in 
the name column and the total Work column. The user can 
select a cell in the dropdoWn grid by using arroW keys on a 
keyboard or by clicking a mouse button. The user may 
assign an individual to an assignment or remove an indi 
vidual from an assignment by checking or unchecking a 
checkboX in a name column cell. In addition, the user may 
edit the amount of total Work for an assignment by selecting 
the total Work cell corresponding to the assignment and 
entering a total Work value. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR EDITING 
MULTIVALUED PROPERTIES OF AN 

OBJECT 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

This invention relates to a system and method for editing 
multi-valued properties of an object. More particularly, this 
invention relates to a method and system for editing the 
assignments for a task in a project management softWare 
environment. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Typically, part of a project manager’s job is to track and 
to report the progress made in completing speci?c tasks. 
Project management softWare has been developed to assist 
users in this tracking and reporting. Project management 
softWare generally alloWs a user to enter and manipulate 
tasks, resources, and assignments. A task is a project that 
needs to be completed. Resources are typically the individu 
als Who complete the tasks. Assignments are the links 
betWeen tasks and resources. In other Words, an assignment 
is the allocation of a particular resource, or individual, to a 
particular task. Several resources, or individuals, may be 
assigned to complete a task. Thus, there may be several 
assignments for a single task. 

Typically, users of project management softWare need to 
be able to edit the assignments for a task, such as by adding 
and removing assignments or editing the amount of total 
Work for an assignment. There are several eXisting solutions 
in project management softWare that alloW the user to edit 
the assignments for a task. One of these solutions is the 
“split-screen” approach, such as shown in FIG. 1. For the 
“split-screen” approach, the screen 100 is split into a top half 
105 of the screen and a bottom half 110 of the screen. 

The top half 105 of the screen shoWs a particular task 115 
that has been selected for editing. The bottom half 110 of the 
screen shoWs an editable list 120 of the assignments for the 
selected task. Each assignment in the editable list 120 of 
assignments includes a resource name 122 and a Work value 
124. Auser can edit the assignments for the selected task 115 
by making changes to the editable list 120 of assignments in 
the bottom half 110 of the screen. 

The “split-screen” approach, shoWn in FIG. 1, suffers 
from several draWbacks. One of the draWbacks of the 
“split-screen” approach is that it is not easily discovered by 
the user. In other Words, many users do not knoW that the 
option of splitting a screen is available. Moreover, some 
users realiZe that the option of splitting the screen is 
available, but cannot remember the steps involved in split 
ting the screen. Splitting the screen typically requires choos 
ing a “split” command from a menu WindoW or by grabbing 
and dragging a divider in the bottom right comer of the 
screen. 

A second draWback of the “split-screen” approach is that 
it is aWkWard to use because the user must sWitch back and 
forth betWeen tWo different screen regions, the top half 105 
and the bottom half 110. For instance, to edit assignments for 
a task, the user selects the particular task 115 that is to be 
edited in the top half 105 of the screen and then must sWitch 
to the bottom half 110 of the screen to make changes to the 
editable list 120 of assignments. 
A third draWback of the “split-screen” approach is the 

master-slave relationship betWeen the tWo screen regions 
105 and 110. In other Words, selecting an item in one screen 
region controls the contents of the other screen region. For 
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2 
eXample, editing the editable list 120 of assignments makes 
changes to the selected task 115 in the top half 105 of the 
screen. This master-slave relationship can be difficult for 
users to understand. 

Still another draWback of the “split-screen” approach is 
the problem of focus. The region of the screen With focus is 
the region of the screen in Which keystrokes Will be entered. 
Sometimes, users Will type in information that they Wish to 
enter into a ?rst screen region; hoWever, the information is 
entered into a second screen region because the second 
screen region has focus. For instance, the user may Wish to 
enter information into the top half 105 of the screen, but it 
Will be entered into the bottom half 110 if the bottom half has 
focus, or vice versa. It can be dif?cult for a user to remember 
Which screen region has focus and frustrating When they 
realiZe that their keystrokes have been entered into the 
Wrong screen region. 

In addition to the “split-screen” approach, project man 
agement softWare provides other solutions that alloW a user 
to edit the assignments for a task. Another solution is a 
details dialog 200, such as shoWn in FIG. 2, that lists all of 
the assignments for a task. 
The details dialog 200 suffers from some of the same 

draWbacks as the “split-screen” approach. First, the details 
dialog suffers from a lack of discoverability. Typically, the 
details dialog 200 is entered by either double-clicking a 
mouse button on a task roW, such as task roW 115 (FIG. 1), 
or by choosing a menu item from a menu bar, such as menu 
bar 125 (FIG. 1). Most users do not discover that a task has 
a details dialog and, therefore, most users never ?nd the 
details dialog to make edits. Second, even if users do 
discover the details dialog, it can be aWkWard to use because 
many steps are involved in making simple edits. For 
eXample, to add an assignment, the user double-clicks on the 
task roW 115 (FIG. 1), clicks on the “resources” tab 205, 
scrolls to an empty roW 215, clicks in the empty roW 215, 
selects a name from the dropdoWn in the edit bar 220, and 
presses the OK button 225. Thus, using the details dialog to 
make edits is aWkWard because multiple steps must be 
performed, even for simple edits. 

Still another solution that alloWs the user to edit assign 
ments is a ?oating palette, such as ?oating palette 300 shoWn 
in FIG. 3. The ?oating palette 300 is displayed to the user 
over the task screen 305 of the project management soft 
Ware. The ?oating palette 300 lists all the individuals 
available for assignment in an editable list 320, along With 
controls for editing the assignments. Similar to the “split 
screen” approach, the contents of the ?oating palette 300 are 
driven by the selected task 315 in a task list 318 of the task 
screen 305. 

The ?oating palette 300 suffers from all of the draWbacks 
of the “split-screen” approach shoWn in FIG. 1. The ?oating 
palette 300 suffers from the problem of discoverability, i.e., 
the ?oating palette is not easily discovered by the user. The 
?oating palette 300 is aWkWard to use because the user must 
sWitch back and forth betWeen tWo different screen regions, 
the task screen 305 and the ?oating palette. For instance, to 
make changes to assignments, the user selects the particular 
task 315 that is to be edited in the task screen 305 and then 
sWitches to the ?oating palette 300 to make edits to the 
assignments for the selected task 315. 
Another draWback of the ?oating palette 300 is the 

master-slave relationship betWeen the ?oating palette 300 
and the task screen 305. Editing the editable list 320 of 
assignments makes changes to the selected task 315 in the 
task screen 305. As described above, this master-slave 
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relationship can be dif?cult for users to understand and can 
be distracting to the user. 

Another drawback of the ?oating palette 300 is the 
problem of focus. For instance, the user may Wish to enter 
information in the task screen 305, but it Will be entered into 
the ?oating palette 300 if the ?oating palette has focus, or 
vice versa. It can be dif?cult for a user to remember Which 
screen region has focus and frustrating When they realiZe 
that the keystrokes they have entered have been entered into 
the Wrong screen region. 

Therefore, there is a need in the art for a project man 
agement program module that simpli?es the process of 
editing assignments. There is a further need for a project 
management program module that provides a solution for 
editing assignments that is easily discoverable. There is still 
a further need for a project management program module 
that provides a solution for editing assignments that does not 
cause confusion over Which screen region has focus. There 
is a further need for a project management program module 
that provides a solution for editing assignments that does not 
involve a master-slave relationship. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention satis?es the above described needs 
by providing a system for editing assignments for a task. An 
indication is received from a user that the assignments are to 
be edited. In response to receiving the indication that the 
assignments are to be edited, a grid comprising a name 
column and a total Work column is displayed on a display 
device. The grid can be implemented as a dropdoWn grid. 

Typically, the user selects a navigation aid to open the 
dropdoWn grid. The dropdoWn grid can include an equal 
number of name cells and total Work cells. Each of the name 
cells corresponds to an assignment and includes an indi 
vidual’s name and a checkboX neXt to the individual’s name. 
Each of the total Work cells includes an amount of total Work 
for one of the assignments. 
When an indication is received that an assignment has 

been added, then a checkmark is displayed in the checkboX 
corresponding to the assignment that Was added. When an 
indication is received that an assignment has been deleted, 
then the checkmark is removed from the checkboX corre 
sponding to the assignment that Was deleted. The method 
further comprises the steps of receiving an indication that 
the amount of total Work for one of the assignments Was 
edited and displaying a neW amount of total Work for the 
assignment. 

The dropdoWn grid can include resource identi?ers and 
total Work amounts displayed in a grid having a number of 
roWs. Each of the roWs can include a resource identi?er 

column and a total Work column. Each roW can correspond 
to one of the assignments. The resource identi?ers are 
displayed in the resource identi?er column and the total 
Work amounts are displayed in the total Work column. The 
resource identi?er column can further include a number of 
checkboXes, Which each checkboX is associated With one of 
the resource identi?ers. When an indication is received that 
one of the checkboXes has been selected, a checkmark can 
be displayed in the selected checkboX. The checkmark 
indicates that the assignment in the roW of the selected 
checkboX has been activated, or assigned. When an indica 
tion is received that one of the checkboXes has been 
de-selected, then a checkmark can be removed from the 
de-selected checkboX and removing the assignment in the 
roW of the de-selected checkboX. 

The total Work column can include a number of cells, each 
of the cells corresponding to a total Work amount. An 
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4 
indication can be received that one of the cells has been 
selected and a neW total Work amount for the selected cell 
can be received. In response to receiving the neW total Work 
amount, the neW total Work amount can be displayed in the 
selected cell. 

In order to display the grid to edit assignments, a number 
of steps can be performed. A list of tasks can be displayed 
on a display device, each task including a cell corresponding 
to the people assigned to the task, also knoWn as a people 
assigned cell. When an indication is received that one of the 
people assigned cells has been selected, a dropdoWn arroW, 
or other navigation aid, can be displayed in the selected 
people assigned cell. When an indication that the dropdoWn 
arroW has been selected, then a set of assignments can be 
retrieved and displayed on the display device in the grid. 
When an indication is received that an edit has been made 
to one of the assignments, then the grid can be re-displayed 
on the display device With the edit incorporated into the 
assignments. 

In another aspect, the present invention can be imple 
mented in a computer system for editing a number of 
assignments for a task. The computer system includes a 
processor, a memory storage device for storing a program 
module, a display device coupled to the processor for 
displaying information and an input device coupled to the 
processor for manipulating a selection indicator displayed 
on the display device. The processor, responsive to instruc 
tions from the program module, can display on the display 
device a grid With resource identi?er cells and total Work 
cells. Each of the resource identi?er cells can include a 
checkboX and a resource identi?er. Each of the total Work 
cells can include an amount of total Work. If the selection 
indicator is positioned over one of the resource identi?er 
cells and selected, then a determination is made Whether the 
checkboX for the selected resource identi?er cell includes a 
checkmark. If so, then the checkmark can be removed. If the 
checkboX for the selected resource identi?er cell does not 
include a checkmark, then a neW checkmark can be added to 
the checkboX. If the selection indicator is positioned over 
one of the total Work cells and selected, then a neW amount 
of total Work can be entered through the input device. 

These and other features, advantages, and aspects of the 
present invention may be more clearly understood and 
appreciated from a revieW of the folloWing detailed descrip 
tion of the disclosed embodiments and by reference to the 
appended draWings and claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a screen display illustrating the “split-screen” 
approach to editing assignments. 

FIG. 2 is a screen display illustrating a details dialog for 
editing assignments. 

FIG. 3 is a screen display illustrating a ?oating palette for 
editing assignments. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the exemplary operating 
environment for the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIG. 5 is a screen display of a task sheet. 

FIG. 6 is a screen display of the task sheet With a people 
assigned cell selected. 

FIGS. 7—8 are screen displays of the task sheet With the 
people dropdoWn grid. 

FIG. 9 is a ?oW diagram illustrating the steps of an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention as per 
ceived by a user. 
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FIG. 10 is a state diagram illustrating the states of an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention as imple 
mented by an application program running on a personal 
computer. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The present invention is directed toWard a system for 
editing multi-valued properties of an object. More 
particularly, this invention relates to editing the assignments 
for a task in a project management softWare environment. In 
one embodiment, the invention is incorporated into a project 
management application program entitled “TEAM 
MANAGER”, marketed by Microsoft Corporation of 
Redmond, Wash. Brie?y described, the program alloWs a 
user to consolidate, coordinate and track information con 
cerning a project team, such as the total amount of Work 
required to complete an assignment. 

Referring noW to the draWings, in Which like numerals 
represent like elements throughout the several ?gures, 
aspects of the present invention and the exemplary operating 
environment Will be described. 

EXEMPLARY OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 

FIG. 4 and the folloWing discussion are intended to 
provide a brief, general description of a suitable computing 
environment in Which the invention may be implemented. 
While the invention Will be described in the general context 
of an application program that runs on an operating system 
in conjunction With a personal computer, those skilled in the 
art Will recogniZe that the invention also may be imple 
mented in combination With other program modules. 
Generally, program modules include routines, programs, 
components, data structures, etc. that perform particular 
tasks or implement particular abstract data types. Moreover, 
those skilled in the art Will appreciate that the invention may 
be practiced With other computer system con?gurations, 
including hand-held devices, multiprocessor systems, 
microprocessor-based or programmable consumer 
electronics, minicomputers, mainframe computers, and the 
like. The invention may also be practiced in distributed 
computing environments Where tasks are performed by 
remote processing devices that are linked through a com 
munications netWork. In a distributed computing 
environment, program modules may be located in both local 
and remote memory storage devices. 
With reference to FIG. 4, an exemplary system for imple 

menting the invention includes a conventional personal 
computer 420, including a processing unit 421, a system 
memory 422, and a system bus 423 that couples the system 
memory to the processing unit 421. The system memory 422 
includes read only memory (ROM) 424 and random access 
memory (RAM) 425. A basic input/output system 426 
(BIOS), containing the basic routines that help to transfer 
information betWeen elements Within the personal computer 
420, such as during start-up, is stored in ROM 424. The 
personal computer 420 further includes a hard disk drive 
427, a magnetic disk drive 428, e.g., to read from or Write 
to a removable disk 429, and an optical disk drive 430, e.g., 
for reading a CD-ROM disk 431 or to read from or Write to 
other optical media. The hard disk drive 427, magnetic disk 
drive 428, and optical disk drive 430 are connected to the 
system bus 423 by a hard disk drive interface 432, a 
magnetic disk drive interface 433, and an optical drive 
interface 434, respectively. The drives and their associated 
computer-readable media provide nonvolatile storage for the 
personal computer 420. Although the description of 
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6 
computer-readable media above refers to a hard disk, a 
removable magnetic disk and a CD-ROM disk, it should be 
appreciated by those skilled in the art that other types of 
media Which are readable by a computer, such as magnetic 
cassettes, ?ash memory cards, digital video disks, Bernoulli 
cartridges, and the like, may also be used in the exemplary 
operating environment. 
Anumber of program modules may be stored in the drives 

and RAM 425, including an operating system 435, one or 
more application programs 436, other program modules 437, 
and program data 438. A user may enter commands and 
information into the personal computer 420 through a key 
board 440 and pointing device, such as a mouse 442. Other 
input devices (not shoWn) may include a microphone, 
joystick, game pad, satellite dish, scanner, or the like. These 
and other input devices are often connected to the processing 
unit 421 through a serial port interface 446 that is coupled 
to the system bus, but may be connected by other interfaces, 
such as a game port or a universal serial bus (USB). A 
monitor 447 or other type of display device is also connected 
to the system bus 423 via an interface, such as a video 
adapter 448. In addition to the monitor, personal computers 
typically include other peripheral output devices (not 
shoWn), such as speakers or printers. 

In the exemplary operating environment, When the user 
moves the mouse 442, a small, bit-mapped icon called the 
mouse cursor, or pointer, is moved on the monitor 447. The 
mouse cursor may be displayed as any of a variety of icons, 
Which are selected according to the operation being con 
ducted. The mouse cursor has a single-pixel hot spot that 
corresponds to a precise location on the monitor 447. The 
standard mouse operations include the folloWing: 

Clicking—pressing and releasing a mouse button. 

Double-clicking—pressing and releasing a mouse button 
tWice in quick succession. 

The personal computer 420 may operate in a netWorked 
environment using logical connections to one or more 
remote computers, such as a remote computer 449. The 
remote computer 449 may be a server, a router, a peer device 
or other common netWork node, and typically includes many 
or all of the elements described relative to the personal 
computer 420, although only a memory storage device 450 
has been illustrated in FIG. 4. The logical connections 
depicted in FIG. 4 include a local area netWork 451 
and a Wide area netWork 452. Such netWorking 
environments are commonplace in offices, enterprise-Wide 
computer netWorks, intranets and the Internet. 
When used in a LAN netWorking environment, the per 

sonal computer 420 is connected to the LAN 451 through a 
netWork interface 453. When used in a WAN netWorking 
environment, the personal computer 420 typically includes 
a modem 454 or other means for establishing communica 
tions over the WAN 452, such as the Internet. The modem 
454, Which may be internal or external, is connected to the 
system bus 423 via the serial port interface 446. In a 
netWorked environment, program modules depicted relative 
to the personal computer 420, or portions thereof, may be 
stored in the remote memory storage device. It Will be 
appreciated that the netWork connections shoWn are exem 
plary and other means of establishing a communications link 
betWeen the computers may be used. 

EDITING MULTI-VALUED PROPERTIES OF AN 
OBJECT 

Brie?y described, the present invention provides a system 
for editing multi-valued properties of an object. In an 
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exemplary embodiment, the multi-valued property is an 
assignment and the object is a task. Editing is preferably 
performed in a dropdoWn grid. The dropdoWn grid typically 
includes a plurality of cells in a name column and a total 
Work column. Preferably, the user may assign an individual 
to a task or remove an individual from a task by checking or 
unchecking a checkbox in a name column cell. In addition, 
the user may edit the amount of total Work for an assignment 
by selecting the total Work cell corresponding to the assign 
ment and entering a total Work value. In one embodiment, 
the present invention is incorporated into the application 
program, the “TEAM MANAGER” program, Which Will be 
described brie?y beloW. 

Generally, the “TEAM MANAGER” program alloWs a 
user to enter and manipulate tasks, resources, and assign 
ments. A task is a project that needs to be completed. 
Resources are typically the individuals Who complete the 
tasks. Assignments are the links betWeen tasks and 
resources. In other Words, an assignment is the allocation of 
a particular resource, or individual, to a particular task. 
Several resources, or individuals, may be assigned to com 
plete a task. Thus, there may be several assignments needed 
to complete one task. Those skilled in the art Will appreciate 
that the present invention is a computer-implemented pro 
cess that is carried out by the computer in response to input 
from the user and instructions provided by the application 
program module. 

Brie?y described, in an exemplary embodiment, the 
method begins When a user selects a “People Assigned” cell 
from a task sheet. The application program module can 
display a dropdoWn arroW in the people assigned cell When 
the user selects the people assigned cell. The user can then 
select the dropdoWn arroW to open a dropdoWn grid. The 
dropdoWn grid is a grid that includes a name column, 
including a checkbox, and a total hours column. The user 
can select a cell in the dropdoWn by using the arroW keys on 
the keyboard or by clicking the mouse button. For cells 
under the total Work column, the user can edit the total hours 
for each assignment. For cells under the name column, the 
user can assign an individual to a task and remove an 

individual from a task by checking and unchecking the 
checkbox in the name column cell corresponding to the 
individual that the user Wishes to assign or remove. 

Turning noW to FIGS. 5—10, a method for editing assign 
ments for a task Will be described. FIGS. 5—8 are illustra 
tions of screen displays illustrating the preferred method for 
editing assignments for a task. FIG. 9 is a How diagram 
illustrating the steps taken by a user in order to edit assign 
ments using an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion. FIG. 10 is a state diagram illustrating steps completed 
by the present invention as implemented by an application 
program running on a personal computer. 

Referring noW to FIG. 5, a screen display of a task sheet 
WindoW 500 is shoWn. The task sheet WindoW 500 includes 
a task name column 502, a people assigned column 504, a 
total Work column 506, a deadline column 508, a priority 
column 510 and a project column 512. A menu bar 520 is 
displayed along the top edge of the task sheet WindoW 500. 
A vertical scroll bar 525 and horiZontal scroll bar 530 are 
positioned along the right and bottom edges, respectively, of 
the task sheet WindoW 500. 

The task name column 502 includes tasks represented as 
leaf tasks. The leaf tasks can be stored in summary tasks. 
Summary tasks can also be stored in other summary tasks. 
For example, referring to FIG. 5, summary task 535 entitled 
November NeWsletter includes a summary task 540 entitled 
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8 
First Draft Articles, a summary task 545 entitled Second 
Draft Articles, a summary task 550 entitled Final Draft 
Articles, a summary task 555 entitled Layout and a summary 
task 560 entitled Delivery. 

Within the First Draft Articles summary task 540 are a 
number of leaf tasks associated With various tasks. For 
example, Within the First Draft Articles summary task 540 is 
a leaf task 565 entitled Article 1, a leaf task 570 entitled 
Article 2, a leaf task 575 entitled Article 3, and a leaf task 
580 entitled Article 4. Each leaf task, such as leaf tasks 565, 
570, 575 and 580 represents a task that needs to be com 
pleted. For instance, the Article 4 leaf task 580 Within the 
First Draft Articles folder 540 may represent the task of 
completing the ?rst draft of Article 4. The summary tasks are 
useful for grouping together tasks that are somehoW related. 
It should be understood that the summary tasks and leaf 
tasks in FIGS. 5—8 are representative examples only and that 
a user of the preferred application program module can enter 
leaf tasks and summary tasks representing tasks that the user 
Wishes to track. 

Still referring to FIG. 5, the task sheet WindoW 500 also 
includes the people assigned column 504. The people 
assigned column 504 includes cells that list the individuals, 
or people, Who have been assigned to complete a speci?c 
task. For example, the people assigned cell 585 includes 
individuals named Rebecca and Connie Who have been 
assigned to the task 580 of completing the ?rst draft of 
Article 4. 

The task sheet WindoW 500 further includes a total Work 
column 506. The total Work column 506 is a running total of 
the amount of actual Work and remaining Work for a 
particular task. The actual Work is the amount of Work that 
has been completed on a task. The remaining Work is the 
amount of Work that remains to be completed for a task. 
Thus, each leaf task has an amount of total Work. Moreover, 
each summary task containing multiple leaf tasks has an 
amount of total Work that is equal to the sum of the total 
Work for each of the leaf tasks in that folder. For instance, 
referring to FIG. 5, the Article 1 leaf task 565 has a total 
Work of 11 days, the Article 2 leaf task 570 has a total Work 
of 20 days, the Article 3 leaf task 575 has a total Work of 10 
days and the Article 4 leaf task 580 has a total Work of 3 
days. Still referring to FIG. 5, the First Draft Articles 
summary task 540 has a total Work equal to the sum of the 
total Work for all of the tasks in the folder, i.e., a total Work 
equal to 44 days, or 8.8 Weeks (based on a 5 day Work Week). 
The task sheet WindoW 500 also includes a deadline 

column 508 Which can be used to display the date of a 
deadline for a particular task. The task sheet WindoW 500 
further includes a priority column 510 that can be used to 
assign a priority, such as loW, medium, high, or very high, to 
a particular task. The task sheet 500 also includes a project 
column 512 Which is used for organiZing tasks under high 
level projects. 

Having described the basic elements of the task sheet 
WindoW 500 in reference to FIG. 5, an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention for editing assignments Will be 
described. Referring noW to FIG. 5, none of the people 
assigned cells under the people assigned column 504 have 
been selected at this point. The editing process begins When 
the user selects the people assigned cell that corresponds to 
the particular task for Which the user Wants to make edits. 
For example, referring to FIG. 6, suppose the user Wants to 
edit the assignments for the First Draft Article 4 task 580. In 
order to select a people assigned cell, the user moves the 
mouse cursor over the people assigned cell to be selected 
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and clicks the mouse button. Alternatively, the user presses 
the arrow keys on the keyboard until the proper cell is 
located. 

FIG. 6 is a screen display of the task sheet WindoW 500 
after the people assigned cell 585 has been selected. Once 
the user selects a people assigned cell, such as cell 585 in 
FIG. 6, the application program displays a dropdoWn arroW 
610 in the selected people assigned cell. 

The next step in the editing process is for the user to open 
a dropdoWn grid by selecting the dropdoWn arroW 610. In 
order to select the dropdoWn arroW 610, the user moves the 
mouse cursor over the dropdoWn arroW and clicks the mouse 
button. Alternatively, the user can open the dropdoWn grid 
by pressing the “alt” key and the doWn arroW key on the 
keyboard or by selecting the “F4” key. 

FIG. 7 is a screen display of the task sheet WindoW 500 
after the user has opened dropdoWn grid 705, such as by 
clicking the mouse button over the dropdoWn arroW. The 
dropdoWn grid 705 preferably includes a name column 710 
and a total Work column 715. The name column includes an 
alphabetical listing of all the individuals available to Work 
on a task, even if the individual is not assigned to the 
selected task. The name column also preferably includes a 
plurality of checkboxes, such as checkbox 720. Each indi 
vidual’s name and its corresponding checkbox constitute a 
cell in the name column 710. The checkbox indicates 
Whether or not the individual in that roW is assigned to the 
selected task 580. A checkmark in a checkbox indicates that 
the individual is assigned to the selected task Whereas the 
absence of a checkmark in a checkbox indicates that the 
individual is not assigned to the selected task. When a 
checkbox is selected, the application program shifts the state 
of the assignment corresponding to the checkbox. The 
assignment can be in one of tWo states, active or inactive. 
Thus, if an assignment is inactive, then selecting the check 
box column causes the application program to activate, or 
add the assignment. Conversely, if an assignment is active, 
then selecting the checkbox column causes the application 
program to delete, or remove, the assignment. Those skilled 
in the art Will recogniZe that embodiments of the present 
invention are possible using, instead of checkboxes, alter 
native binary state controls. For instance, binary state con 
trols such as a button that toggles up and doWn, or tWo radio 
buttons, one for yes and one for no, could be used instead of 
the checkboxes. 

The total Work column 715 includes a plurality of cells 
corresponding to the total Work for each assignment. For 
example, referring to FIG. 7, Connie is the name of an 
individual Who has been assigned to task 580 since the 
checkbox next to Connie’s name in the name column 710 
includes a checkmark. In addition, the total Work for Con 
nie’s assignment is 1 day since this is the amount of total 
Work listed in the total Work cell under total Work column 
715 that is in the same roW as Connie’s name. 

Thus, it should be noted that each roW in the dropdoWn 
grid 705 corresponds to an assignment, i.e., an individual 
assigned to complete a total amount of Work on a task. 
Preferably, the dropdoWn grid 705 also includes an assign 
ment of Work to a resource knoWn as “Unassigned Work”. 
The “Unassigned Work” assignment is used to indicate Work 
that needs to be accomplished for the selected task 580, but 
Which has not yet been assigned to a particular individual. 
As mentioned above, it should be noted that the dropdoWn 

grid 705 is a grid. By using the up and doWn arroW keys on 
the keyboard, the user can move vertically up and doWn the 
name column 710 and the total Work column 715. In 
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addition, by using the left and right arroW keys, the user can 
move horizontally from the total Work column 715 to the 
name column 710 and from the name column to the total 
Work column. The user can also select different cells in the 
dropdoWn grid by clicking the mouse button over the cell 
Which the user desires to select. Having brie?y described the 
dropdoWn grid 705, the ?nal steps of the editing process Will 
be described. 

The ?nal steps for the editing process are for the user to 
assign individuals to a task or remove individuals from a 

task, i.e., add or remove assignments, by selecting the cell in 
the name column corresponding to the individual that the 
user Wishes to assign or remove and to edit the total Work for 
an assignment by selecting a cell in the total Work column 
and using the keyboard to enter a total Work value. 

FIG. 8 is a screen display of the task sheet WindoW 500 
after the user has added an assignment and edited the total 
Work for the neW assignment. As shoWn in FIG. 8, Monica 
has been added to task 580 as indicated by the checkmark in 
checkbox 720 next to Monica’s name. Preferably, a check 
mark can be activated/deactivated by either clicking on the 
cell under the name column corresponding to the individual 
that is to be added or removed. Alternatively, a checkmark 
can be activated/deactivated by using the arroW keys to 
select the cell and then pressing the space bar. 
As shoWn in FIG. 7, Monica does not have a checkmark 

in the checkbox 720 by her name. Thus, in FIG. 7, Monica 
has not been assigned to the selected task 580. HoWever, as 
shoWn in FIG. 8, after the user activates the checkmark next 
to Monica’s name, Monica is added to the selected task 580. 
Preferably, after Monica is added to the selected task 580, 
the application program module selects the total Work cell 
805 corresponding to the total Work for the assignment that 
Was added. The user can then enter the amount of total Work 
for the assignment that Was added by typing in the total Work 
amount using the keyboard. For example, referring to FIG. 
8, the user has entered a total Work amount of 2 days for the 
assignment of Monica to the selected task 580. 

FIG. 9 is a flow diagram illustrating the steps of an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention in terms of 
the actions completed by a user. The flow diagram in FIG. 
9 summariZes the steps that are described above in conjunc 
tion With FIGS. 5—8. 

At step 905, the assignment editing method 900 begins 
and proceeds to step 910 When the user selects the people 
assigned cell corresponding to the selected task 580. In other 
Words, method 900 proceeds to step 910 When the user 
selects the assignments that are to be edited. When the user 
selects the people assigned cell, a dropdoWn arroW is pref 
erably displayed to the user. At step 915, the user opens the 
dropdoWn grid, preferably by selecting the dropdoWn arroW. 
At decision step 920, the user decides Whether to add an 

assignment. If the user decides to add an assignment, then 
the method proceeds to step 925. The user selects the 
checkbox in the name column 710 (FIG. 7) corresponding to 
the individual that the user Wants to assign to the task 580 
at step 925 and the method proceeds to decision step 930. 

If, at decision step 920, the user does not Want to add an 
assignment, then the method also proceeds to decision step 
930. At decision step 930, the user decides Whether to 
remove any assignments. If the user decides to remove 
assignments, then the method proceeds to step 935. The user 
selects the checkbox in the name column 710 (FIG. 7) 
corresponding to the individual that the user Wants to 
remove from the task 580 at step 935 and the method 
proceeds to decision step 940. 
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If, at decision step 930, the user does not Want to remove 
an assignment, then the method also proceeds to decision 
step 940. The user decides Whether to edit the total Work 
amounts for an assignment at decision step 940. If the user 
decides to edit the total Work amount for an assignment, then 
the method proceeds to step 945 Where the user selects the 
total Work for the assignment Which is to be edited, prefer 
ably by selecting a cell in the total Work column. At step 950 
the user enters an amount of total Work for the assignment 
and the method proceeds to decision step 955. 

If, at decision step 940, the user decides not to edit the 
total Work for an assignment, then the method also proceeds 
to decision step 955. The user decides Whether to eXit the 
dropdoWn at decision step 955. If the user decides not to eXit 
the dropdoWn, then the method returns to decision step 920. 
HoWever, if the user decides to eXit the dropdoWn, then the 
method proceeds to decision step 960. 

The user decides Whether to con?rm the edits at decision 
step 960. If the user decides to con?rm the edits, then the 
method proceeds to step 965 Where the edits are con?rmed, 
preferably by pressing the “ENTER” key on the keyboard or 
by clicking the mouse outside of the dropdoWn grid 705. 
HoWever, if at decision step 960, the user decides not to 
con?rm the edits, then the method proceeds to step 970 
Where the edits are canceled, preferably by pressing the 
“ESC” key on the keyboard. The method ends at step 975. 

FIG. 10 is a state diagram illustrating the method 1000 of 
the present invention as implemented by an application 
program running on a personal computer. The method 1000 
begins at idle state 1005. At this point, the application 
program is running and the people assigned cell correspond 
ing to the assignments that are to be edited has not been 
selected by the user. Those skilled in the art Will understand 
that the method 1000 is associated With assignment editing 
only and that the application program may perform any of a 
variety of functions While the method 1000 is in its idle state. 
FIG. 5 is an eXample of the display When the method 1000 
is in the idle state 1005. 

The method 1000 leaves the idle state 1005 When the 
application program receives an indication that the user has 
selected a people assigned cell. When this occurs, the 
method proceeds to state 1010, and the application program 
displays a dropdoWn arroW in the people assigned cell that 
Was selected by the user. 

If another people assigned cell in the task sheet is 
selected, then the preferred application program module 
removes the dropdoWn arroW from the previously selected 
people assigned cell and displays a dropdoWn arroW in the 
people assigned cell that Was selected by the user as indi 
cated by branch 1012. 

The method 1000 Will eXit state 1010 When an indication 
is received from the operating system that the user has 
selected the dropdoWn arroW, i.e., has opened the dropdoWn 
grid. When an indication is received from the operating 
system that the user has selected the dropdoWn arroW, then 
the method 1000 proceeds to state 1015 Where the applica 
tion program displays the dropdoWn grid 705. 

The method 1000 Will eXit state 1015 and proceed to state 
1020 When the application program receives an indication 
that the user has added an assignment. As mentioned above, 
preferably, a user adds an assignment by selecting a check 
boX in the name column 710 (FIG. 7) corresponding to the 
individual that the user Wants to assign to the task. When the 
application program receives an indication that an assign 
ment has been added, then, at state 1020, a checkmark is 
displayed in the checkboX neXt to the individual Who Was 
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assigned to the task While the dropdoWn grid continues to be 
displayed. As shoWn by branch 1022, if, at state 1020, the 
preferred application program module receives an indication 
that another assignment has been added, then the method 
returns to state 1020 and the preferred application program 
module displays a checkmark neXt to the name of the 
individual Who Was assigned to the task. 
The method 1000 Will also eXit state 1015 and proceed to 

state 1025 When the application program receives an indi 
cation that an assignment has been deleted. As mentioned 
above, preferably, a user deletes an assignment by selecting 
the checkboX in the name column 710 (FIG. 7) correspond 
ing to the individual that the user Wants to remove from the 
task. When the preferred application program module 
receives an indication that an assignment has been deleted, 
then, at step 1020, a checkmark is removed from the 
checkboX neXt to the individual Who Was removed from the 
task While the dropdoWn grid continues to be displayed. As 
shoWn by branch 1027, if, at state 1025, the preferred 
application program module receives an indication that 
another assignment has been deleted, then the method 
returns to state 1025 and the preferred application program 
module removes the checkmark neXt to the name of the 
individual Who Was removed from the task. 
The method 1000 Will also eXit state 1015 and proceed to 

state 1030 When the preferred application program module 
receives an indication that the total Work for an assignment 
has been edited. As mentioned above, preferably, a user edits 
the total Work for an assignment by selecting a total Work 
cell and entering an amount of total Work. When the 
preferred application program module receives an indication 
that the total Work for an assignment has been edited, then, 
at step 1030, the total Work amount that Was entered is 
displayed in the dropdoWn grid. As shoWn by branch 1032, 
if, at state 1030, the preferred application program module 
receives an indication that the total Work for another assign 
ment has been edited, then the method returns to state 1030 
and the preferred application program module displays the 
total Work amount in the dropdoWn grid. 

If, at state 1020, 1025, or 1030, the application program 
module receives an indication that the user Wishes to enter 
the edits that have been made, then the method proceeds to 
state 1035. At state 1035, the edits, such as assignments that 
Were added and removed and total Work that Was edited, are 
saved by the preferred application program module and the 
method proceeds to state 1045 Where the dropdoWn grid is 
closed. The method then returns to the idle state 1005. 

If, at state 1020, 1025, or 1030, the application program 
module receives an indication that the user Wishes to cancel 
the edits that have been made, then the method proceeds to 
state 1040. At state 1040, the edits, such as assignments that 
Were added and removed and total Work that Was edited, are 
deleted by the preferred application program module. In 
other Words, the assignments remain as they eXisted before 
method 1000 began, even if edits Were made during method 
1000. Then, the method 1000 proceeds to state 1045 Where 
the dropdoWn grid is closed. The method then returns to the 
idle state 1005. 

It should be understood that there are branches back and 
forth betWeen states 1020, 1025, and 1030. HoWever, these 
branches are not shoWn in FIG. 10 for the sake of clarity. For 
eXample, at state 1020, the method 1000 can proceed to state 
1025 if an indication that an assignment has been deleted is 
received or can proceed to state 1030 if an indication that the 
total Work for an assignment has been edited is received. 

Those skilled in the art Will appreciate that the present 
invention provides a method for adding and deleting assign 
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ments and editing the total Work for assignments. Those 
skilled in the art Will appreciate that the present invention is 
not limited to editing assignments. The present invention can 
be used to edit any multi-valued property of an object. In the 
preferred embodiment, the object is the task, the multi 
valued property is an assignment and the multiple values of 
each property are the name and the total Work value. 

It should be further understood that the present invention 
provides a method for setting a multi-valued property from 
a pre-de?ned list of possible values. For example, the 
present invention may be used to assign categories to an 
e-mail message or other document. There may be a pre 
de?ned list of possible values for the categories, e.g., 
Business, Holidays, Personal, Status, Ideas, etc. AdropdoWn 
may be displayed in the “categories” cell. The user may then 
select the “categories” cell Which Will cause a “categories” 
dropdoWn to appear With the pre-de?ned list of possible 
values. The user, by selecting the mouse button, may then 
“click” on and off the categories. 

It should be further understood that the present invention 
provides a method for setting a multi-valued property from 
a pre-de?ned list of possible values and then further setting 
a single property on each of these component values. For 
example, the pre-de?ned list of possible values may be all of 
the people Who can be assigned to a task. The single property 
that can be set on each of these component values may be 
their Work amount. 

It should be still further understood that the present 
invention provides a method for setting a multi-valued 
property from a pre-de?ned list of possible values and then 
setting multiple properties on each of those component 
values. For example, the pre-de?ned list of possible values 
may be all of the people Who can be assigned to a task. The 
multiple properties that can be set on each of those compo 
nent values may be Work amount and the maximum amount 
of Work that can be assigned to a person. 

Although the present invention has been described above 
as implemented in the preferred project management pro 
gram module, it Will be understood that alternative embodi 
ments Will become apparent to those skilled in the art to 
Which the present invention pertains Without departing from 
its spirit and scope. Accordingly, the scope of the present 
invention is de?ned by the appended claims rather than the 
foregoing description. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Amethod for editing a property of an object comprising 

the steps of: 
displaying a plurality of objects and a plurality of prop 

erties in a list, each property comprising a ?rst value 
and a second value; 

displaying a grid for a respective property Within said list 
and corresponding to a respective object, the grid 
comprising a ?rst value display and a second value 
display; 

determining When the second value display has been 
selected; and 

receiving second value data corresponding to the second 
value associated With the property. 

2. The method recited in claim 1, further comprising the 
steps of: 

receiving an indication con?rming the second value; and 
saving the second value data. 
3. The method recited in claim 2, Wherein each property 

is an assignment and each object is a task, and Wherein the 
?rst value is a name and the second value is an amount of 
total Work. 
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4. The method recited in claim 3, Wherein the grid is a 

dropdoWn grid Wherein the ?rst value display is a name 
display and the second value display is a total Work display, 
and Wherein the name display includes a checkbox and the 

5 name and the total Work display includes the amount of total 
Work. 

5. The method recited in claim 4, Wherein the name 
display is a ?rst cell and the total Work display is a second 
cell, and Wherein the checkbox in the name display can be 

0 checked to indicate that the assignment is active. 
6. A method in a computer system for displaying on a 

display device a dropdoWn grid for a plurality of assign 
ments of a task, the dropdoWn grid including resource 
identi?ers and total Work amounts, the method comprising 
the steps of: 

receiving an indication that the dropdoWn grid is to be 
displayed using a grid having a plurality of roWs, 
Wherein each of the roWs includes a resource identi?er 
column and a total Work column; and 

displaying the dropdoWn grid on the display device, 
Wherein the resource identi?ers are displayed in the 
resource identi?er column and the total Work amounts 
are displayed in the total Work column. 

7. The method recited in claim 6, Wherein each of the 
plurality of roWs corresponds to one of the plurality of 
assignments. 

8. The method recited in claim 7, Wherein the resource 
identi?er column further comprises a plurality of check 
boxes Wherein each checkbox is associated With one of the 
resource identi?ers. 

9. The method as recited in claim 8, further comprising 
the steps of: 

receiving an indication that one of the checkboxes has 
been selected; and 

in response to receiving the indication that one of the 
checkboxes has been selected, displaying a checkmark 
in the selected checkbox and activating the assignment 
in the roW of the selected checkbox. 

10. The method as recited in claim 8, further comprising 
the steps of: 

receiving an indication that one of the checkboxes has 
been de-selected; and 

in response to receiving the indication that one of the 
checkboxes has been de-selected, removing a check 
mark from the de-selected checkbox and removing the 
assignment in the roW of the de-selected checkbox. 

11. The method as recited in claim 8, Wherein the total 
Work column includes a plurality of cells, each of the cells 
corresponding to a total Work amount, and further compris 
ing the steps of: 

receiving an indication that one of the cells has been 

selected; 
receiving a neW total Work amount for the selected cell; 

and 
in response to receiving the neW total Work amount, 

displaying the neW total Work amount in the selected 
cell. 

12. In a computer system having a display device, a 
method of editing assignments in a grid on the display 
device, comprising the steps of: 

(a) displaying on the display device a list of tasks, each 
task including a cell corresponding to the people 
assigned to the task; 

(b) receiving an indication that one of the cells corre 
sponding to the people assigned to one of the tasks has 
been selected; 
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(c) displaying on the display device a dropdoWn arrow in 
the selected cell; 

(d) receiving an indication that the dropdoWn arrow has 
been selected; 

(e) in response to receiving the indication that the drop 
doWn arroW has been selected, retrieving a set of 
assignments; and 

(f) displaying on the display device the set of assignments 
in the grid on the display device. 

13. The method recited in claim 12, further comprising the 
step of receiving an indication that an edit has been made to 
one of the assignments and re-displaying on the display 
device the grid With the edit incorporated into the assign 
ments. 

14. A computer-readable medium having computer 
eXecutable instructions for performing the steps recited in 
claim 12. 

15. A computer system for editing a plurality of assign 
ments for a task, comprising: 

a processor; and 

a memory storage device for storing a program module; 

a display device coupled to the processor for displaying 
information; 

an input device coupled to the processor for manipulating 
a selection indicator displayed on the display device; 

the processor, responsive to instructions from the program 
module, being operative to: 
display on the display device a grid comprising a 

plurality of resource identi?er cells and a plurality of 
total Work cells, each of the resource identi?er cells 
including a checkboX and a resource identi?er, each 
of the total Work cells including an amount of total 
Work; 

determine if the selection indicator is positioned over 
one of the resource identi?er cells; 

if the selection indicator is positioned over one of the 
resource identi?er cells, determine Whether the 
selection indicator is selected; 

if the selection indicator is selected, then determine 
Whether the checkboX for the one of the resource 
identi?er cells includes a checkmark; and 

if the checkboX for the one of the resource identi?er 
cells includes a checkmark, then remove the check 
mark. 

16. The computer system for editing a plurality of assign 
ments for a task as recited in claim 15, Wherein the processor 
is further operative to: 

if the checkboX for the one of the resource identi?er cells 
does not include a checkmark, then add a neW check 
mark to the checkboX. 

17. The computer system for editing a plurality of assign 
ments for a task as recited in claim 16, Wherein the processor 
is further operative to: 

determine if the selection indicator is positioned over one 
of the total Work cells; 

if the selection indicator is positioned over one of the total 
Work cells, determine Whether the selection indicator is 
selected; 

if the selection indicator is selected While the selection 
indicator is positioned over one of the total Work cells, 
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then receive a neW amount of total Work entered 
through the input device. 

18. In a computer system, a method for displaying assign 
ments for editing, the method comprising the steps of: 

receiving an indication from a user that the assignments 
are to be edited; 

in response to receiving the indication that the assign 
ments are to be edited, displaying a grid comprising a 
name column and a total Work column. 

19. The method recited in claim 18 Wherein the grid is a 
dropdoWn grid comprising an equal number of name cells 
and total Work cells. 

20. The method recited in claim 19 Wherein the indication 
that the assignments are to be edited includes a user selection 
of a dropdoWn arroW in a cell corresponding to the assign 
ments. 

21. The method recited in claim 20, Wherein each of the 
name cells correspond to an assignment and each of the 
name cells includes an individual’s name and a checkboX. 

22. The method recited in claim 21, Wherein each of total 
Work cells includes an amount of total Work for one of the 
assignments. 

23. The method recited in claim 22, further comprising the 
steps of: 

receiving an indication that an assignment has been 
added; and 

displaying a checkmark in the checkboX corresponding to 
the assignment that Was added. 

24. The method recited in claim 23, further comprising the 
steps of: 

receiving an indication that an assignment has been 
deleted; and 

removing a checkmark from the checkboX corresponding 
to the assignment that Was deleted. 

25. The method recited in claim 24, further comprising the 
steps of: 

receiving an indication that the amount of total Work for 
one of the assignments Was edited; and 

displaying a neW amount of total Work for the assignment. 
26. A method for setting a multi-valued property of an 

object comprising the steps of: 
displaying a plurality of objects and a plurality of multi 

valued properties in a list, each multi-valued property 
comprising at least one value of a plurality of values; 

displaying a grid for a respective multi-valued property 
Within said list corresponding to a respective object, 
said grid containing at least one value of the multi 
valued property; 

determining When the at least one value of the respective 
multi-valued property has been selected; and 

receiving data corresponding to a ?ag associated With the 
at least one value. 

27. The method recited in claim 26, Wherein each object 
is an electronic mail message item, each multi-valued prop 
erty is a recipient list, the at least one value is a recipient 
name, and the ?ag is an indication indicating Whether a reply 
to the electronic mail message item is necessary. 


